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Zoom meeting, September 11, 2021. 

 
The following  members participated in Saturday’s meeting: 
Audrey, Aline, Sandra,  Marg,  Susan, Dede, MaryJo, Elaine, and Lilo. 
To watch the proceedings - here is the You tube link, provided by Aline 

https://youtu.be/8oetYYBHpGA 

Audrey Derii started the meeting with the Show’n Tell portion. Sandra 
Hahn showed us a pretty 25th anniversary Slim Line card using 
Holographic paper.  And a baby card for Alice Petheram who happened 
to be a Grand Stampers member a few years ago.  
Elaine Smith showed some wonderful cards – really inspiring. 
Dede Reiach proceeded to share a card with Ice cream cones and a 
really gorgeous Fall card.  
 
Future meetings:   We have NO projects for October .  
We need someone to share and/or show us a project of some kind for our 
next Zoom meeting in October.  If you have an idea , please contact Audrey 
Derii and Aline Chan re: Zoom demonstration.  
Any requests / Ideas for next month or future months??? 
Then there was another discussion about membership fees. At the moment 
we are still not paying a membership fee.   
Ellen Anscombe reports an amount of $ 441.99 in the Grand Stampers 
account. The Masonic Lodge is holding our spot.  
For us to be able to join a meeting there, members should be fully 
vaccinated (2x) for Covid.  Another point to consider:  the insurance might 
go up  because of the Pandemic.  
One point of consideration could be  letting new members join Zoom for $ 
20.00 (1/2 of our annual fee). 
Dede opined that it would be a great way to get new people to take an 
interest in our club by letting them watch our  Zoom meetings, without 
having to pay right away.  Some people could be valuable additions.  
Once back at the Lodge there should be a fee.  
Audrey can’t see us going back to the Lodge before next Spring.  
At the moment Aline Chan is still OK with conducting the demos on Zoom 
since she has all the equipment (Camera etc) to do so.  
The Show and Tell portion works out great this way.  
These are all kinds of different consideration that will have to be dealt with 
eventually. 
The FUN part of our meeting was a Pop Up Card by Etta Cryer, 
demonstrated by Aline Chan.  Very original . Thanks to both of you.  
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Sandra’s two Slim Line 
Cards for Show n’ Tell. 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 Elaine’s Cards    

 
 

 
 
 
 
Dede’s Cards 
            

 


